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•• terre Di tuFi 80% Vernaccia, 7% Chardonnay, 7% Malvasia, and 6% Vermentino. The flagship white has been a cult classic 

for decades. Aged 4-5 months in predominantly used barrels. 

•• vernaCCia Di san GimiGnano DoCG 100% Vernaccia from one of Italy’s most historic wine making regions, this light 

and crisp Tuscan white has a fresh and fruity aroma with bright hints of citrus. Harmonious and soft while pleasantly complex in 

the mouth, with flavors of green apple underscored by sublime flinty notes.

Italy

Wine•Region:•Tuscany,•Italy•••••Date•Established:•1966•••••Winemaker:•Alberto•Bramini•••••Consulting•Winemaker:•Beppe•Caviola

•••In•the•medieval•town•of•San•Gimignano,•Teruzzi•&•Puthod•helped•modernize•
the•town’s•famed•Vernaccia•wines

••From•1974,•husband•and•wife•team•Enrico•Teruzzi•and•Carmen•Puthod•
pioneered•a•successful•effort•raise•the•quality•standard•for•the•Vernaccia•di•San•

Gimignano•appellation

••Teruzzi•&•Puthod•is•part•of•“Global•Quality,”•a•project•emphasizing•the•use•of•
products•that•are•compatible•with•the•environment

TUSCANY

When it comes to stellar quality white wine in 
Tuscany, the Teruzzi & Puthod estate in San 
Gimignano stands heads and shoulders above the 
rest. This pioneering producer helped to usher this 
region’s historic Vernaccia di San Gimignano wines 
into modern times, and today is the indisputable 
benchmark against which all other vernaccia wines 
are judged.

Designated Italy’s first DOC wine in 1966 and later 
elevated to DOCG, Vernaccia di San Gimignano 
holds an illustrious place in the history of Tuscany’s 
iconic white wines. The medieval town of San 
Gimignano in the province of Siena is one of Italy’s 
oldest winemaking sites, and the fame of the 
Vernaccia-based wines that originate in its hillsides 
is nearly as ancient as the city itself.

It was two outsiders from Milan – husband and 
wife team Enrico Teruzzi and Carmen Puthod – 
who took this tranquil region by storm in 1974 
and set a new, higher quality standard for the 
entire appellation. Teruzzi & Puthod pioneered San 
Gimignano’s winemaking renaissance, introducing 
avant-garde methods of vinification, the art of aging 
wine in barrique and the blending of indigenous 
and international varieties. The latter is famously 
exemplified by the estate’s “Terre di Tufi,” which is 
considered one of Tuscany’s best whites and has 
been a cult wine for decades.

Today, Teruzzi & Puthod is part of the Campari 
Group’s impressive wine and spirits portfolio. 
Chief winemaker for the estate is Alberto Bramini, 
who works closely with famed consulting enologist 
Beppa Caviola.

For years, Teruzzi & Puthod has been part of “Global 
Quality,” an eco-friendly project that avoids the 
use of products which, while permitted, are not 
particularly compatible with the environment.

Teruzzi•&•Puthod


